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ABSTRACT 
There is a substantial interest in finding materials with high  nonlinear optical (NLO) properties of materials because 
of its attractive applications in optical limiting for safety protections. In an effort to develop highly performing 
optical limiting materials, recently we have found that fluorination of graphene oxides leads to improvement in their 
NLO properties.  
KEYWORDS: Fluorination, Photoacoustic, Z-scan, localized sp2 domains, Graphene Oxide,Opitcal limiting. 
 
1. INTRODUCTION 
With the aid of rapid theoretical and experimental developments in nanoscience and nanotechnology, a 
number of novel nanomaterials with exceptional physical and chemical properties have been synthesized. One of the 
well-known nanomaterials is the family of carbon allotropes. Before the advent of nanotechnology only two 
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has several types of oxygen containing functional moieties such as hydroxyl, epoxide, diol, ketone and carboxyl. 
These functional groups allow GO to interact with a wide range of materials, both organic and inorganic, which 
results in the high processability of GO. Functionalization of GO, both covalently and non-covalently, also allows 
manipulation of GO properties.  For example, cross-linking polyallylamine with GO results in improved stiffness 
and strength16. Grafting a polymer to GO can improve dispersibility of the material in liquid media17, 18. Chitosan-
grafted GO exhibits excellent biocompatibility 19. Optical limiting property of GO also greatly enhances with both 
organic and inorganic decorations20-22. Therefore, due to its versatility,  functionalized-GOs are promising 
candidates in  various applications, for instance  drug delivery23, 24,magnetic resonance imaging (MRI)25,  memory 
devices26, supercapacitor27, 28,  and optoelectronic devices 29, 30. 
Fluorination of carbon nanomaterials has many advantages due to the unique nature of the carbon-fluorine 
(C-F) bond. For instance, the C-F bond demonstrates excellent oxidative and thermal stability31. Fluorine atoms  
being the most electronegative element in the periodic table, C-F bonds have high polarity and low surface free 
energy. F-GO will be an attractive material in many applications such as super amphiphobic surfaces, multimodality 
imaging and photonic devices. 
Optical limiting is a nonlinear optical process in which the transmittance of a material decreases as the 
input light intensity increases. Materials with optical limiting property can be used to fabricate laser protection 
devices. In this paper we investigate the effect of fluorination on the optical limiting (OL) properties of GO 
dispersed in water,,for nanosccond laser pulses at the excitation wavelength of 532 nm 
2. EXPERIMENTAL SECTION 
 
All Graphene oxide (GO) based samples were synthesized. Sample characterization and synthesis methods 
can be found in our previous reports 32, 33. We measured optical limiting of three samples namely, graphene oxides 
(GO) , fluorinated graphene oxide (F-GO), and highly fluorinated graphene oxides (HF-GO). While the first two are 
dispersed in water, HF-GO is dispersed in N-methyl-2-pyrrolidinone (NMP) due to its high polarity.  The open 
aperture Z-scan technique 34  was used to measure optical limiting properties at 532nm wavelength and 5ns laser 
pulse if these samples. All samples were prepared to have a linear transmission of 50% at the excitation wavelength 
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contribution to the optical limiting performances when comparing F-GO/water to HF-GO/NMP dispersions. It is 
found that F-GO in NMP also has better optical limiting efficiency than HF-GO in NMP.  
Optical limiting behavior can arise from nonlinear absorption and/or nonlinear scattering. For example, 
carbon particle suspensions (CS) show strong optical limiting due to NLS caused by thermally induced 
microplasma,35  whereas fullerenes (C60) exhibit robust limiting due to large RSA.36-38 In addition, multiwalled and 
single walled carbon nanotubes (CNTs) exhibit broadband optical limiting due to NLS 39, 40 while GO exhibits 
limiting due to RSA.41 
By measuring the scattered light from our samples, it is found that all fluorinated graphene oxide samples 
have strong nonlinear scattering whereas there is no nonlinear scattering present in GO, Figure 2(d). This finding 
suggests that there is a significant enhancement in nonlinear scattering due to the presence of C-F bonds in the 
fluorinated samples. This enhancement, as a result, contributes to better optical limiting properties.  
However, when comparing the z-scan and scattering data, it is found that, for fluorinated graphene oxide 
samples, the onsets of the optical limiting start earlier than the onsets of nonlinear scattering. This observation 
suggests that the optical limiting action of fluorinated graphene oxide in the ns excitation regime is not exclusively 
due to nonlinear scattering. In fact, Photoacoustic measurement technique is employed to verify this assumption. 
Photoacoustics (PA) is a well-known sensitive method for measuring low level absorptions in materials.42-46 
In our PA measurements, an in-house fabricated PA cell was used. The detail of the setup can be found elsewhere33.  
The normalized PA signal plotted against input energy is shown in Figure 3. According to the plot, the PA signal is 
the highest in F-GO while GO has the lowest PA signal and HF-GO assumes an intermediate value. This 
observation renders the fact that, besides NLS, NLA also plays a significant role in the optical limiting of fluorinated 
GO samples.  
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